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Company Background
Kitchen Choreography is an interior design and remodel company
based in northern Michigan. Led by husband and wife team, Michael
and Angela Goodall, Kitchen Choreography has completed over 800
projects securing themselves as one of the leading design firms in the
area. This company has a strong desire to always provide clients with
unparalleled service from start to finish.
Project Background
For this particular project, the
homeowners decided they wanted
a full remodel of their
bathroom. They wanted a space
that incorporated a crisp, clean,
and modern look.

Strategy/Challenges
One unique challenge that
presented itself during this project
was incorporating a wainscot
paneling in the
shower. Typically, this type of
application uses either wood or
veneer for the wall covering. With
this particular placement, the right
material needed to be chosen in
order to keep the shower clean,
clear of mold and residue, and
durable for many years. This
material also needed to have the
right texture and look in order to
match the homeowner's vision.

Products Used
Shower walls - Corian® Solid
Surface

This bathroom
embodies a
breathtaking, fresh
look while
showcasing the
diversity of the
Corian® brand.
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Result/Solution
It was recommended to complete the shower renovation with
Corian® Solid Surface. The shower walls are comprised of field tile and
b-board in Cameo White. To complete the entire bathroom remodel,
the homeowners selected light hues of white, cream, and gray for paint
colors, silver pulls for all cabinet and closet hardware, and modern lights
to surround the vanity mirrors.
For more information
about Kitchen Choreography
You can visit their website:
www.kitchenchoreography.net/

About Us
H.J. Oldenkamp Co. has been a
leading wholesale distributor for
interior building products for over
70 years. Our team is committed to
having the name-brand products
you need when you need them.
For questions about our product
lineup, pricing, or for more
information, please contact our
Customer Service Team at 1-800462-6047.
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